
Before balancing these pistons, be sure they are as you ordered. Used or altered parts cannot 
be returned for refund, credit or exchange regardless of the circumstances. In the event that 
your pistons are not as ordered, contact the factory immediately as all credits, exchanges, or 
repairs must be completed within 45 days of purchase. All parts returned for credit must be in 
like new condition, with no scratches, dings or nicks.

PLEASE NOTE

Before you attempt to set clearance of piston skirt to cylinder wall you must fi rst determine 
which skirt design your pistons have.  Failure to do this can result in piston scuffi ng, excessive 
oil consumption, or a seized engine.

To determine which clearance instructions to use from this instruction sheet, compare the 
lower sill of the oil ring groove of your piston to be fi tted against the illustrations below.

BORE SIZE & CLEARANCE

All dimensions in this instruction sheet are for 74˚ Fahrenheit temperature.  Keep in mind that aluminum 
expands with heat and contracts with cold. 

PLEASE NOTE
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Check piston diameter at the point indicated on drawing. Although the piston skirt to the 
cylinder wall clearance preferences vary some what among engine builders and designers, 
we recommend the following minimum clearances for our pistons.

STEP 1

All dimensions in this instruction sheet are for 74˚ Fahrenheit temperature.  Keep in mind that aluminum 
expands with heat and contracts with cold. 

PLEASE NOTE

The following 
recommendations 
are for our standard 
design pistons, 
forged from 2618 
T-61 Aluminum.  For 
marine applications, 
add approximately .001 
clearance to the below 
clearances.  Many solid 
(Water Jacket Filled) 
blocks and air cooled 
engines will require 
additional clearance, 
as will engines which 
have been honed 
without torque plates.  

SET CLEARANCE AT BOTTOM SILL OF SIDE RELIEF

Blown Gas Street .010
Blown fuel & blown gas competition .012 to .014
Normally aspirated street cars  .007
Blown alcohol .011
Modifi ed Type Engines .008 to .009
(Including drags, circle track & road race)
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Check piston diameter at the point indicated on drawing. Although piston skirt to cylinder wall 
clearance preferences vary somewhat among engine builders and designers we recommend 
the following minimum clearances for our pistons.

STEP 2

All dimensions in this instruction sheet are for 74˚ Fahrenheit temperature.  Keep in mind that aluminum 
expands with heat and contracts with cold. 

PLEASE NOTE

The following 
recommendations 
are for our standard 
design pistons, 
forged from 2618 T-61 
Aluminum.  Many solid 
(Water Jacket Filled) 
blocks and air cooled 
engines will require 
additional clearance, 
as well as engines 
which have been 
honed without torque 
plates.  Air-Cooled 
engines with plated 
or sleeved aluminum 
cylinders may require 
less clearance. 

NORMALLY ASPIRATED STREET CARS
Bore size 3.475 and under  .003
Bore size 3.476 – 4.499  .004
Bore size 4.500 and above .006

Modifi ed Type Engines .004 to .005
(Including drags, circle track & road race)

Turbo Engines - Small Bore .006
Marine Applications Add +.002
Nitrous Over 250HP V8 Add  +.002
Nitrous Over 250HP 4CYL Add +.002
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A minimum of .060 is acceptable. Check rod pin end to piston pin boss side clearance with 
the piston in the bore and the rod installed on the crankshaft, to insure that the side of the rod 
is not contacting the side of the piston pin boss.

PISTON TO COUNTERWEIGHT CLEARANCE

All dimensions in this instruction sheet are for 74˚ Fahrenheit temperature.  Keep in mind that aluminum 
expands with heat and contracts with cold. 

PLEASE NOTE

Minimum acceptable valve to piston clearance is dependent upon many factors, including 
cam lobe lift rate, valve spring tension and valve actuation mechanism weight, etc. However, 
we have found that .090 intake and .110 exhaust clearance are suffi cient in most instances, 
check valve to piston clearance (using either clay or the light spring method) making sure 
the camshaft is degreed as it will be operated, as a few degrees of advance or retard at the 
camshaft can radically alter the valve to piston clearance.

VALVE POCKET DEPTH

Check ring side clearance with feeler gauges to be sure that it is between .001 and .004.

RING SIDE CLEARANCE

Scrub pistons and cylinder walls in hot soap and water before installing. We recommend 
brushing a light coat of non-detergent oil on pistons’ skirt and cylinder walls for initial 
lubrication. DO NOT use detergent oil, synthetic oil, or an additive until the rings have seated. 
Be sure to lubricate pins with lubriplate, or an assembly oil to prevent galling on initial fi re-up. 
Check forced pin oilers for foreign matter.

When at all possible, use a moly top ring rather than chrome plated rings. Chrome is a 
weldable material with very little surface porosity. This can lead to premature cylinder wall 
wear and scuffi ng, as well as prolonged break in periods.

CLEANLINESS

Use the ring manufacturers recommendations.

RING END GAP
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All dimensions in this instruction sheet are for 74˚ Fahrenheit temperature.  Keep in mind that aluminum 
expands with heat and contracts with cold. 

PLEASE NOTE
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If this set of pistons has pins which are offset (side to side) see separate instruction sheet 
concerning offset pins.

Installation may be facilitated by grasping each end of the lox and pulling the ends apart a 
MODERATE (approximately ½”) amount. This will cause the lox to resemble a small coil 
spring. The lox can then be “spiraled” into place almost as if you were screwing
them into the groove. Be sure that all lox are properly seated and that they exert radial 
pressure against the lox groove. You should not be able to spin the lox by hand after they are 
installed.  Most Ross Racing Pistons come with double lox (four lox total per piston – two at 
each end of the pin). Be sure that the correct number of lox are installed in each piston.

Many Ross Piston designs have offset domes or valve pockets for certain engines. Check to 
be certain the pistons are installed in the correct cylinder numbers to ensure that the dome 
and valve pockets match the combustion chamber and valves.

Many pistons (at the customer’s request) are made with hand fi t or marginal clearance 
domes for maximum compression and quench, therefore check dome to head clearance with 
modeling clay with the spark plug installed.

All Ross stocking pistons come from the factory pin fi tted, however many Ross custom 
pistons are shipped not pin fi tted, as this is an extra cost option. If the customer is going to pin 
fi t the pistons, the job should be done on a hone.

OFFSET PINS

SPIRO LOX INSTALLATION

All Ross Pistons with the Oil Ring in the Pin Hole must use either Oil Ring Support 
Rails or Pin Buttons.  

Any questions or concerns about the outlined instructions can be directed to our 
technical support line at (310) 536-0100. 
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